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SUMMARY 

To determine the feasibility of using wind turbines to 
generate electrical power, measurements of wind speeds were 
made for a period of one year at three installations of the 
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation. Un- 
fortunately, the wind speeds were not sufficiently high to 
allow the economical use of a wind turbine at any location, 
and no further work is recommended. 
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USE OF WIND TURBINES TO GENERATE 
ELECTRICITY FOR HIGHWAY BUILDINGS 
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and 

Robert E. Akins 
Member, Technical Staff 
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INTRODUCTION 

There is considerable interest in the use of wind power as a 
renewable and nonpolluting energy source. Spurred by the energy crisis, users ranging from individual home and farm owners to 
large corporations have evaluated the potential of wind turbines. 
Government programs through the Department of Energy gave impetus 
to the development and testing of machines ranging from small wind 
energy conversion systems (SWECS) with outputs of i00 kW or less 
to large turbines with capacities rated in megawatts. 

in mid-1979, the Environmental Quality Division of the Vir- 
ginia Department of Highways and Transportation requested that the 
Research Council undertake a study of the possible use of wind 
energy to generate electrical power at a rest area on !nterstat• 
Route 77 in Bland County. At the time the Federal Highway Adminis- 
tration's Region 15 Demonstration Project Division had under way 
its Project No. 52, "Solar Energy for Highway Uses", which in- 
cluded potential funding for wind energy applications if cost- 
effectiveness was indicated.(!) Michigan's Department of State 
Highways and Transportation had sponsored a feasibility study of 
the use of a wind turbine at a rest area which also utilized photo- 
voltaic solar panels in a hybrid electrical generation system.(2) 
The development of a 20 kW pilot demonstration turbine system was 
recommended based on an economic and technical simulation study, 
although average wind speeds at the Michigan site were only 8.4 to 
10.5 mph (3.8 to 4.7 m/s) in the summer, 10.5 to 14.9 mph (4.7 to 
6.7 m/s) in the winter., and 10.2 to 10.6 mph (4.6 to 4.7 m/s) over- 
all. 



It was recognized that wind speed would be a critical factor 
in the utilization of a wind turbine, since wind velocities over 
much of Virginia do not approach the 12 to 15 mile (5.4 to 6.7 m/s) 
average that is desirable. While areas in the mountains and along 
the coast generally offer sufficient wind speeds, it was necessary 
to obtain data at the Department's installations that might use the 
turbine to evaluate the effect of local terrain. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WIND SPEED AND POWER 

Wind power utilizes the kinetic energy of moving air, and 
kinetic energy is a function of mass and velocity. Thus, 

KE = ½ mV 
2 

where m is the mass of the moving air and V is its velocity. 

The mass of the air is the product of its density, p, and 
its volume, which is the product of the velocity of the air, V• 
and the area, A, through which it passes. Thus, 

m = pAV, 

and 

3 
KE : ½ pAV 

This relationship is important in considering the use of wind 
energy because it indicates that for a given turbine, the kinetic 
energy and, in turn, the power varies as the cube of the velocity 
of the wind. Thus, a doubling of the wind speed, say from 7 to 
14 mph (3.1 to 6.2 m/s) produces 8 times as much power. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of the subject study, which began as a joint 
effort of the Research Council and the Virginia Polytechnic Insti- 
tute and State University, was to install wind speed recording 
systems at three sites and to use the data to estimate the poten- 
tial for power generation by a selection of available SWECS. 



The sites selected were Department installations at reason- 
ably exposed sites in areas that appeared to offer the best wind 
speeds. All of the locations were in the mountains and valleys 
of upland Virginia. No sites on the coast, where wind speeds 
are generally high, were included. None of the Department's 
coastal sites were found to have sufficient exposure except for 
bridge-tunnel installations which have power requirements beyond 
the production of SWECS. 

•ne wind speed recorders were located on the Department's 
property. No attempt was made to place anemometers at more 
promising locations, such as nearby ridge crests, on property 
owned by others. 

Wind speeds were measured using a compi!ator which stored 
the length of time, in seconds, that the wind speed was within 
each of 31 bins of 2 mph (0.9 m/s) width. 

The turbines included in the evaluation were selected from 
those available at the inception of the project, based on the 
experience of the research team. A variety of turbine sizes and 
_types were included. Several of these units are no longer com- 
mercially available. 

Details of the sites, instrumentation, data reduction pro- 
cedures, and turbines are provided in succeeding sections of 
this report. 

SITES 

Wind speed recording systems, were installed at the facilities 
shown in the map in Figure ! and described below. 

Site !: Interstate Route 81 (NBL) Rest Area near 
Mt." Sid.•ey, Augu.s.t.a...c.bunty 

The anemometer was installed atop a commercially available 
television antenna mast attached to the chimney of the rest area 
building (Figure 2). The height of the anemometer is 35 ft. (10.7 m) 
above ground level, which is at an approximate elevation of 1,260 
ft. (384 m). The rest area is located in the Shenandoah Valley, 
between the Blue Ridge and Appalachian mountain ranges. The area 
is generally described as plains with low mountains, with from 50 
to 80 percent of the area gently sloping. (3) The rolling floor of 
the Valley extends to the east and south, and Mt. Sidney, whose 
elevation is 1,581 ft. (482 m), runs northeast approximately I mile 
(1,600 m) to the northwest of the site. Figure 3 shows a distance 
view of the site and Figure 4 is a map of the surrounding area. 
The site is exposed, but wind velocities in the Valley are gener- 
ally low, less than !0 mph (4.5 m/s). 
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Figure 2. Rest area building with anemometer on 1-81. 

Figure 3. Distant view of 1-81 rest area. 



Figure 4. Map of terrain around the I-8! rest area. Circle has a radius of 1 mile (1609 m). 



Site 2: Christiansbur$ Residency Office 

The anemometer at this site was placed on an existing radio 
antenna mast 58 ft. (17.7 m) above ground level (Figures 5 and 
6). The ground elevation is approximately 2,140 ft. (652 m) at 
the site, which, as shown in Figure 7, is a high point in an 
extensive area of plains with high hills having from 50 to 80 
percent of its surface gently sloping. (3• The closest dominant 
terrain feature is Price Mountain, with an elevation of 2,453 ft. 
(747 m), 3 miles (4,830 m) to the northwest. 

Average wind speeds in the region are estimated to be 11.5 
to 12.5 mph (5.1 to 5.6 m) at a height 33 ft. (!0.i m) above ridge 
crests, but the certainty of the estimate is considered low due to 
a lack of data.(3) 

Site 3: Interstate Route 1-77 (SBL) Rest Area 
and Information Center near •.o.cky .Gap, 

B land' 'County 

The anemometer was mounted at a height of 30 ft. (9.i m) on 

a television antenna mast placed on the pump house in the rest area 
complex, Figures 8 and 9. The rest area is located at an elevation 
of 2,170 ft. (661 m) at the foot df Hogback Mountain, elevation 
3,200 ft. (975 m), south of Rocky Gap. As shown in Figure i0, the 
ridge of Hogback runs south-southwest about I.! mile (1,750 m) south 
of the site, and Rich Mountain, 3,500 ft. (!,067 m), runs in a 
parallel direction 1.25 miles (2,000 m) north of the site. 

The area is generally described as low, open mountains with 
from 20 to 50 percent of the surface being gently sloping.(3) The 
site, while somewhat sheltered, is windy. Average wind velocities 
33 ft. (I0.I m) above the ridge crests are estimated at 11.5 to 
12.5 mph (5.1 to 5.6 m/s), but there is much uncertainty about the 
estimate because of a lack of data and the complex terrain. 



Figure 5. Christiansburg residency office with 
anemometer mounted on antenna mast. 

Figure 6. Distant view of Christiansburg residency 
complex. Anemometer is on pole to left 
of tower. 



Roselawn M, emor•a• Ce.metery, .# 

Figure 7. Map of terrain around the Christiansburg 
residency. Circle has a radius of 1 mile 
(i,609 m). 



Figure 8. View of pump house, looking south, with 
Hogback Mountain in background. 

Figure 9. View of 1-77 rest area, looking west, 
with crest of Rich Mountain in background. 

i0 



Fig6•-• i0"--•ap of terrain around the Z-77 rest area. 

Circle has a radius of 1 mile (1,609 m). 
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•NS TRUMEN •A ± 
ION 

The wind speed recording system consisted of a wind speed 
compilator manufactured by Natural Power, Incorporated, (Model 
A30-101), which received its input from a single 3-cup anemometer 
head (NP! Model A75-!04). The compilator sampled the anemometer 
signal for 850 milliseconds and in the next 150 milliseconds as- 
signed a count of I second to one of 32 memory bins having a bin 
width of 2 mph (0.9 m/s). Thus speeds were separated into in- 
crements of 0-2 mph (0-0.9 m/s) in bin 0, 2-4 mph (0.9-1.8 m/s) 
in bin i, through bin 30. Bin 31 received any spillover. The 
output from the compilator consisted of the number of seconds 
of wind speed in each of the 2 mph (0.9 m/s) bins. These data 
were stored by the compilator, recorded manually at intervals, 
and reduced by a computer program described later to produce an 

average wind speed for the period and the amount of power, in kWh, 
that would ha•e been produced by the wind turbines included in the 
study. 

The compilator contained a crystal oscillator timer with an 

accuracy of ± 15 minutes/month, and the total number of seconds 
recorded in the bins always matched the length of the recording 
period with acceptable accuracy. The anemometer was specified as 

accurate to ± ! mph (0.4 m/s) for wind speeds of 0-I00 mph (0-44.7 
m/s), and was considered suitable for unattended operation:.for 
periods of I year without recalibration.• Lightning arrestors were 

included.in the system circuits for additional protection. The 
system was capable of operating on either alternating or direct 
current. 

DATA REDUCTION 

The wind speed data for each recording period were reduced 
to provide the average wind speed and the theoretical energy 
output for selected turbines using a computer program, WINDANL, 
written by R. E. Akins. Documentation for the FORTRAN program, 
a listing of the program, and a sample data run for each of the 
3 sites are appended to this report. The analysis follows pro- 
cedures being considered for adoption by the American Wind Energy 
Association and the Department of Energy. •(4) 

input for the program, which processes the data from one 
location at a time, consists of the description of the location, 
period of observation, the integer number of days in the period, 
the elevation of the anemometer, and the compilator data. Per- 
formance data taken from manufacturer's power curves can be 
entered for a maximum of i0 wind turbines. The 1/7 power law, 
shown below, was used to correct the measured probability density 
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of wind speeds from the height of the anemometer to the reference 
height on which the power curve for each machine is based. The 
power law yields the increase in wind speed with increasing 
height through the relationship 

where 

Va is the wind speed recorded by the anemometer, 
Ha is the anemometer height, Vr is the new wind 
speed corresponding to the reference height, Hr, 
for the power curve, and a is an exponent taken 
as 1/7 for low surface roughness. 

The machine data remained constant throughout the study. Details 
of the machines are provided in the next section of the report. 

MACHINES EVALUATED 

Nine turbines representing the range of sizesand types of 
machines available were included in the evaluation. The machines 
are listed below,in order of increasing size. The number is the 
order in which they appear on the printout. 

i. Bergey Model BWC 100-S 
8. Aero Power Star!ite 1500 
6. Northwind HR2 
4. Fayette Winway 2027D 
2. Gale 4000 
5. Mil!vi!le I0 kW 
7. Jay Carter Model 25 
3. Kaman 65 kW 
9. ALCOA ALVAWT 835524-!00 kW 

i kW 
1.5 kW 

2 kW 
1-20 kW 

4 kW 
I0 kW 
25 kW 
65 kW 

i00 kW 

All of the turbines are horizontal axis machines in which the 
blades rotate about a horizontal axis (Figure ii), except for the 
ALCOA ALVAWT, which is a fairly large vertical axis, Darrieus type 
machine (Figure 12). Horizontal axis turbines are further de- 
scribed as upwind, meaning that a tail such as that on the Mill- 
vil!e I0 kW in Figure II keeps the rotor upwind of the body of the 
turbine, or downwind. Both 2-blade and 3-blade machines were in- 
eluded in the study group, which is described below. 
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Figure !I. Millville Windmills' i0 kW mill, a 
horizontal axis, upwind turbine. 
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Figure 12. Alcoa vertical axis wind turbine. 
Model No. 835524-100 kW. 
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!. B.ersey Windpower Model BWC 1000-S 

The Model BWC 1000-S is a 3-blade, upwind turbine rated at 
!000 W at a wind velocity of 25 mph (11.2 m/s). The cut-in speed, 
the wind velocity at which power generation begins, is i@ mph (4.5 
m/s). The total power output is estimated to be 2,500 kWh per 
year at an average wind speed of i• mph (5.8 m/s). 

The rotor diameter is 2.6 meters, and a tower height of 50 to 
80 ft. (15.2 to 24.4 m) is recommended. The cost of the turbine, 
exclusive of the tower and installation, was estimated at $2,995 
in 1981. The smallest turbine in the study, the Bergey is intended 
for use by an individual, and it is too small for the uses examined 
in the subject study. 

2. Gale 4000 

The Gale 4000 is a 2-biade, downwind turbine with a large 
diameter rotor, 12 m, to enhance its performance at low wind veloc- 
ities. The cut-in speed is 6 mph (2.7 m/s), and the machine is 
rated at 4 kW at speeds above 12.5 mph (5.6 m/s). The tower height 
is 60 ft. (18 m). 

Estimated annual power outputs are 17,000 kWh at an average 
wind speed of I0 mph (4.5 m/s) and 21,000 kWh at 12 mph (5.4 m/s). 
The cost was estimated at $12,000. 

3. Kaman 65 kW 

One of the larger machines evaluated, the Kaman is a 2-blade, 
downwind turbine with a 65-ft. (20-m) diameter rotor and a hub 75 
ft. (23 m) high. It is rated at 65 kW at a wind velocity of 26 mph 
(11.6 m/s). The cut-in speed is !0 mph (4.5 m/s), and at 12 mph 
(5.4 m/s) the estimated output is 7 kW. 

The cost of a Kaman 65 kW, when in full production, was esti- 
mated at $33,000. 

4. Fa•ette Manufact.uring Corpor.at.ion Winwa• 2027D 

The Winway 2027D is a 3-b!ade, downwind turbine with a 27-ft. 
(8-m) diameter rotor. The cut-in speed is 8 mph (2.4 m/s), and 
the turbine produces a maximum output of 20 kW at 15 mph (15.2 m/s). 
Estimated outputs are ! kW at I0 mph (4.5 m/s) and 2.1 kW at 12 mph 
(5.4 m/s). An average wind speed of 14 mph (6.• m/s) will produce 
an estimated 22,776 kWh annually. 
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5. Mii!vi!le Windmills' i0 kW 

The Millville i0 kW, Figure ii, is a 3-blade, upwind turbine 
with a 24.3-ft. (?.4-m) diameter rotor. Rated at !0 kW at a wind 
speed of 25 mph (11.2 m/s), the turbine cuts in at 9 mph (4.0 m/s) 
and produces approximately ! kW at 12 mph (5.4 m/s). 

The cost of the Mil!vi!le i0 kW was given as approximately 
$II,000. 

6. Northwind Power HR2 

The HR2 is a 3-blade, upwind turbine with a 5-m diameter rotor. 
The turbine is rated at 2 kW (actually 2,000 W) at a wind speed of 
20 mph (8.9 m/s). Its output is 760 W at 12 mph (5.4 m/s), and at 
that average @peed its annual output is estimated to be 6,100 kWh. 
The cut-in speed is 8 mph (3.6 m/s). 

The cost of the Northwind HR2 is estimated at $8,700, and that 
of a recommended 60 ft. (18.3 m) self-supporting tower is $2,600. 

7. Jay Carter Model 25 

The Jay Carter Model. 25 is a 2-blade, downwind turbine with 
a 32-ft. (9.8-m) diameter rotor and is mounted on a 60-ft. (18.3-m) 
tower. The turbine is rated at a 25 kW output at a wind speed of 
26 mph (11.6 m/s). The cut-in speed is 7.5 mph (3.4 m/s) and the 
maximum output, 30 kW, is attained .at wind speeds in the 30 to 40 
mph (13.4 to 17.9 m/s) range. 

The cost of the Jay Carter Model 25 was estimated at $18,000. 

8. Aero Power Starlite 1500 

The Starlite 1500 is rated at 1,500 W at a wind speed of 22 
mph (9.8 m/s). It is a 3-blade, upwind machine with a rotor 
12 ft. (3.7 m) in diameter. The turbine cuts in at 7.5 mph (3.4 
m/s), with a listed start-up speed of I0 mph (4.5 m/s). The 
machine will produce 3,190 kWh of electricity per year at a site 
with an average wind speed of 12 mph (5.4 m/s). 

The cost of the Aero Power Starlite 1500 turbine was estimated 
at $3,600, that of a synchronous inventor at 81,950, and a 60 ft. 
(18.3 m) self-supporting tower at $2,800. 

9. ALCOA ALVAWT 835524-100 kW 

The ALCOA vertical axis wind turbine (ALVAWT) is a 2-blade 
Darrieus type machine, shown in Figure 12. Rated at a 95 kW capac- ity at a wind speed of 30 mph (13.4 m/s), the ALVAWT is at the upper 
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end of the range of small wind energy conversion systems, and 
was considered too large for the Virginia sites. It was also 
noted that the turbine was designed for economical use under 
wind speeds in the 14 to 20 mph (6.3 to 8.9 m/s) range. At 
sites with an average wind speed of 14 mph (6.3 m/s), the esti- 
mated annual output would be 165,000 kWh. 

The ALVAWT was the largest turbine evaluated in the study. 
Its rotor height is 83 ft. (25.3 m) and its rotor diameter is 
55 ft. (16.8 m). The machine would be difficult to place at a 
highway site because ALCOA recommends there be no buildings with 
in a distance of 6 diameters from the machine. In spite of its 
size the ALVAWT was included to allow evaluation of a Darrieus 
type, vertical axis turbine. Cost data were not available. 

RESULTS 

Measurements of wind speeds for periods of one year indicated 
no potential for the use of wind energy conversion systems to gen- 
erate electricity at any of the three sites. Wind speeds were not 
sufficiently high. As shown in Table I, which displays the average 
wind velocities, the annual average wind speed was above the least 
cut-in speed for any of the turbines evaluated only at the Chris- 
tiansburg Residency. In fact, wind velocities at the 1-81 rest 
area exceeded 7 mph (3.1 m/s) during only one evaluation period in 
the spring of the year. None of the sites had an annual average 
wind speed that approached the low 12.5 mph (5.6 m/s) rated speed 
of.the 4 kW Gale 4000 turbine, which was designed to operate at 
low wind speeds. 

The average speeds for each period for the three sites are 
plotted on Figure 13, which also indicates the cut-in speeds for 
the 9 turbines. Although the average wind speeds were often below 
the cut-in speeds, some power was generated by each machine in 
each period by higher than average winds. However, annual wind 
frequency diagrams, Figures 14-16, indicate that the periods of 
higher wind velocities were of insufficient length to allow sig- 
nificant power generation. 

The data presented previously indicate that the Christians- 
burg Residency is the best of the three sites. The Route 1-81 
rest area near Mt. Sidney, while offering good exposure, is in an 

area with lower wind speeds. The difference between the wind ve- 
locities measured at the Christiansburg Residency and those at the 
Route 1-77 rest area is probably due to the effect of local ter- 
rain features. The residency complex is prominently exposed, 
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Tab ie I 

Average W.nd Velocities (V) •n mph For 
Each Recording Period and Annually 

(! mph = 0.45 m/s) 

Site i 
Route 1-81 (NBL) Rest Area 

Site 2 
Chris tiansburg Residency 

Site 3 
Route 1-77 (SBL) Rest Area 

NO. 
PERIOD DAYS V 

8/20-9/18 29 3.6 

9/18-i0/8 20 5.9 

10/8-11/9 32 3.8 

11/9-11/20 NO DATA 

11/20-12/8 18 5.8 

12/8-12/15 7 5.9 

12/15-1/7/82 22 5.8 

1/7-2/10 34 6.4 

2/10-4/8 57 7.4 

4/8-•/13 35 5.4 

5/13-6/4 22 3.7 

6/4-7/7 33 4.2 

7/7-8/4 28 2.2 

8/4-8/12 8 3.1 

A•NUAL V 4.9 

NO. 
PERIOD DAYS 

10/12/81-10/16 

i0/16-11/16 

11/16-12/1 

12/1-12/17 

12/17-1/4/82 

1/4-1/19 

1/19-2/1 

2/1-2/16 

2/16-3/2 

3/2-3/16 

3/16-3/31 

3/31-4/16 

4/16-6/16 

6/16-7/6 

7/6-7/21 

7/21-7/30 

7/30-8/17 

8/17-10/4 

10/4-10/18 

31 

15 

16 

18 

15 

13 

15 

14 

14 

15 

16 

61 

0 

15 

18 

48 

14 

ANNUAL V 7.5 

19 

6.6 

7.3 

9.8 

i0.7 

7.4 

12 .i 

i0.5 

6.8 

9.6 

8.8 

8.9 

13.3 

6.6 

6.5 

4.1 

4.5 

4.6 

5.2 

5.8 

NO. 
PERIOD DAYS V 

10/12/81-10/22 

10/22-11/2 

11/2-11/9 

il/9-11/30 

11/30-12/8 

12/8-1/7/82 

1/7-2/10 

2/10-3/11 

3/11-3/24 

3/24-4/1 

4/1-4/8 

4/8-4/15 

4/15-5/4 

5/4-5/13 

5/13-6/1 

6/1-6/15 

6/1517/! 
7/1-7/15 

7/15-8/17 

8/i7-8/20 

8/20-8/31 

8/31-9/30 

9/30-10/15 

i0 5.2 

Ii 4.7 

7 5.3 

21 5.9 

8 8.3 

30 6.5 

34 8.3 

29 6.3 

13 6.5 

8 7.0 

7 ii .8 

7 7.8 

19 4.8 

9 4,4 

19 3.4 

14 4,6 

16 4.6 

14 5,7 

NO DATA 

3 3.1 

i i 4.4 

3O 2.3 

15 3.2 

,4•NNUAL V 5.7 
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Figure 13. Plot of average wind velocity for each period 
with cut-in speeds for studied wind turbines. 
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while the rest area lies between relatively high ridges. The 
effect of the differing anemometer heights, 58 versus 30 ft. 
(17.7 vs. 9.1 m), is relatively slight, about 0.6 mph (0.3 m/s), 
if the 1/7 power law is assumed valid. The remaining discussion 
will concentrate on the Christiansburg site. 

Wind frequency diagrams for the Christiansburg site, Figure 
17 a-j, show the wind distribution over the year's evaluation 
period. The most favorable winds occurred during the period from 
mid-November through mid-April, during which time the area beneath 
the curve in the critical i0 to 30 mph (4.5 to 13.4 m/s) range in- 
creased. In contrast, the diagrams for the summer months indicate 
calm conditions. 

Figure 18 compares the power generated by each of the 9 tur- 
bines in each evaluation period with the electrical demand of the 
Christiansbur• Residency complex. At first glance it would appear 
that the two largest machines, the Kaman 65 kW and the ALCOA I00 kW, 
provided adequate service, but it must be realized that these ma- 
chines are oversized for the site. At the low measured wind speeds, 
the Kaman outperforms the larger ALCOA, which is being used at 
speeds often below its cut-in velocity and far less than its in- 
tended operating range. Had the wind speeds been higher, it is 
likely that the 25 kW Jay Carter turbine might have effectively 
filled a portion of the residency's electrical needs. The actual 
power usage by the residency during the year's evaluation period 
was 72,200 kWh. It is projected that at an average wind spee• of 
12 mph (5.4 m/s), the Carter turbine would produce approximately 
40,000 kWh annually according to the manufacturer's data. The 
inability of the turbines to meet the electrical needs under the 
low measured wind speeds is indicated by the data in Appendix B. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND REC0•MENDATIONS 

Wind speeds at the three sites included in this study were 
not sufficiently high to allow the economical generation of 
electricity by wind turbines. It seems doubtful that other sites 
in the interior of Virginia would be more favorable, and no further 
work is recommended. 

There is a likelihood that better wind conditions would be 
found at some of the Department's coastal bridge-tunnel locations, 
but these would require the installation of larger turbines to meet 
a high electrical demand. 

Further work in this area, if desired, should be limited to 
gathering wind speed data using available equipment. If average 
wind speeds were of sufficient magnitude, a more thorough study 
could be started. 
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l Introduction 

This program was written to analyze data collected from the 
Natural Power Wind Compi!ators and predict energy output of spe- 
cific machines at the location. The program is capable of proc- essing the data from only one location at a time and can consider 
up to I0 possible turbines at a location. This Appendix describes 
the basic logic of the program and the sequence of input parameters, 
and includes a listing of the FORTRAN program. 

2. Program Description 

The initial comments in the program contain an alphabetic 
list of major program variables. Lines 7-11 contain the input data 
for the particular location. Lines 12-14 input the performance 
data for the particular machines which will be used to predict an 

energy yield at a particular location. 

The D050 loop, which begins at line 17 and continues to line 
54, is the main computational portion of the program. This loop 
is processed NMACH times, or once for each machine whose output is 
to be computed. The first calculation is to correct the measured 
probability density of wind speeds from the height of the reference 
anemometer to the reference height used in the specification of the 
power curve for the particular machine. This cbrrection is based on 

a "1/7 power law" which is appropriate for exposed open terrain. 
The wind speed axis of the probability density is corrected to corres- 
pond to wind speeds at the reference level (usually hub height) of 
the particular turbine. The values of .the probability density 
corresponding to wind speeds of 1,3,5,... mph are then interpolated 
or extrapolated from the input readings (array PDF) and placed into 
array CPDF. The last reading of array PDF corresponds to wind speeds 
greater than 60 mph and is carried over to array CPDF directly in 
line 38. This value is not used in the calculation of the energy 
production. The total number of hours in the observation period is 
calculated in the DO 22 loop in lines 40, 41. This value, SUM, 
will be used later in the calculations. In lines 44-47, the array 
of the corrected probability density function is normalized. 

The actual energy calculation is carried out in lines 48-51. 
The corrected normalized probability density function is integrated 
over the full range of wind speeds in the DO 30 loop. This quantity 
is then multiplied by the number of hours in the observation period 
to obtain kWhrs. 

The final data for each machine at the candidate site are out- 
put in lines 57-59. 
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3. Input Sequence 

This section describes the input data and the format of the 
input cards required to properly execute the program. Each input 
quantity will be related to an input card number, a line number 
in the program, and a format statement. 

Card I line 7 Format i00-(Ii0) 

NMACH number of machines to be considered at a location. 
Must be between ! and !0. 

Card 2 line 8 Format i01-(20A4) 

SiTEA --alphanumeric array of 80 characters to describe the 
location. 

Card 3 line 9 Format !02 (20A4). 

SITEP alphanumeric array of 80 characters to describe the 
period of observation.. 

Card 4 line I0 Format 103 (2FI0.0) 

SITED floating point array element I is the integer 
number of days in the observation period and element 2 is the 
elevation of the aneomometer in ft. 

Card 5-8 line I! Format 104 (SF!0.0) 

PDF array with actual readings for the analysis period 
from the Natural Power Compilator. Numbers must be right-justified 
and may be input as the difference between values on the most recent 
two readings. 

The remaining inputs will have a set for each machine. The 
example will contain only one set as if NMACH was equal to I. 

Card 9 line 13 Format 105 (20A4) 

MACHA (!, 20) alphanumeric array describing machine 1,80 
characters. 
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Card 10-14 line ii Format 106 (SFI0.0) 

MACHD (1,33) performance data on machine I. The first 
element (!,i) is the reference elevation at which the wind speed 
used in the power curve of this machine is specified. (1,2 1,33) 
Output power is kW of machine starting at i mph and continuing at 
2 mph increments 3,4,7,9, 

These 6 cards will be repeated for each machine up to a total 
of i0. 
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PROGRAM WINOANL(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT,TAPES=OUTPUT) 
PROGRAM WINDANL 

WRITTEN 2/81 BY R.E. AKINS, VA TECH FOR THE VA HRC TO 
ANALYZE MONTHLY DATA FROM THE NATURAL POWER SYSTEMS 
THE PROGRAM IS CONFIGURED TO ANALYZE THE DATA FROM 
ONE OF THE LOCATIONS AT A TIME 

THE FOLLOWING IS AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MAJOR VARIABLES IN 
THE PROGRAM 

CORR-SHEAR CORRRECTION TO CORRECT PDF TO HUB HEIGHT 
CPDF-PROBABILITY DENSITY OF WINO SPEEDS CORRECTED TO HUB 

HEIGHT 
CVEL-VELOCITIES OF INITIAL PDF CORRECTED FOR SHEAR 
ITEMP-COUNTER USED IN INTERPOLATION FOR SHEAR CORREC 
MACA.(I,J}-ALPHANUMMERIC DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE I 
MACD(I,33)-I=I HUB HEIGHT OF MACHINE I 

I=2,33 
NMACH-NUMBE 
PDF-MEASURE 
PWR(1)-OUTP 
SITEA-ALPHA 
SITED-I=I P 
SITEP-PERIO 
SUM-TOTAL 0 
TI LOWER 
T2 UPPER 

OUTPUT POWER (KW) AT 
R OF MACHINES 
D PROBABILITY OENSITY-FROM NATURAL POWER 
UT iN KWHRS FOR MACHINE I 
NUMERIC DESCRIPTION OF SITE 
ERIOD DAYS, I=2 ANEMOMETER HEIGHT FT 
D OF OBSERVATION HOURS 
BSERVATION PERIOD HOURS FROM kDF 
LIMIT IN INTERPOLATI'ON 
LIMIT IN INTERPOLATION 

DIMENSION SITEA(20),SITEP 
DIMENSION MACA(IO,20),MAC 
DIMENSION PWR(IO),CVEL(32 
REAL MACD, VTOT, VSUM, VB 
INTEGER SITEA, SITEP, I, 
DATA CPDF/32*O./ 

(20),SITED(2},PDF(32),CPDF(32} 
D(I0,33) 

AR, X. 
NMATCH 

INPUT MACHINE DATA 

READ (5,100) NMACH 
00 10 I=I,NMACH 
READ(5,105) (MACA(I,J) •J=l,20) 

10 READ(5,.I06) (MACD(I,J) 
11 CONTINUE 

INPUT SITE DATA 

READ (5,101,END=g9) (SITEA(J),J=I,20) 
READ (5, I02) (SITEP(J) 
READ (5,103} (SITED (J) ,J=I 
REAO(5,10•+) (PDF(J),J=I•32) 

CALCULATE AVERAGE wiND SPEED FOR PERIOD 

VSUM = 0.0 
VTOT : 0.0 



12 

205 

15 

16 

18 

0 1 
TOT 

SUM 
ONT 

2 ! : I, 32 
: VTOT * POF(1) 

FLOAT(2*I) 1.0 
: VSUM * X * POF(1) 

INUE 

BAR 
RITE 
RITE 
ORMA 
RITE 

: VSUM/VTOT 
(6,200)SITEA,SITEP,SITED,POF 
(•,20S) VBAR 

T (IHO,SX,"MEAN WINO SPEED FOR 
(6,201) 

THIS PERIOD ",FIO.I) 

CALCULATE POWER OUTPUT OF EACH TURBINE FOR PERIOD 
OF OBSERVATION 

00 50 I=!,NMACH 

CORRECT POF TO REFERENCE HEIGHT FOR THE MACHINE 

CORR= (MACD I, I)/SITED (2))•0.I•3 
DO 15 J=I,32 
CVEL (J) =FLOAT (2*J-I) *CORR 

INTERPOLATE TO OBTAIN NEW SITE PDF CORRECTED FOR 
HEIGHT OF MACHINE 

IT=I 
DO 20 J=l,31 
TI=FLOAT(J•2-1) 
T2=TI•2. 
IF(TI.LT.CVEL(IT))GO TO 
IF(TI.GT.CVEL(IT*I))GO 

19 
TO 18 

TI IS IN RANGE CVEL(IT) TO CVEL(IT*I) 

CPDF 
((TI 
IF(T 
IT=I 
GO T 

(J) =POF (IT)* (PDF (IT* I)-PDF (IT))* 
-CVEL (IT)) / (CVEL(IT- I)-CVEL (IT)) 
2.LT.CVEL(IT*I})GO TO 20 
T*I 
0 20 

EXTRAPOLATE FOR LAST POINT 

CORRECT RANGE FOR INTERPOLATION 

IF(IT.L 
IF(IT.L 
CPOF (J) 

I (TI-CV 
GO TO 2 

T.31) IT:IT÷I 
T.31)GO TO I• 
=POF (IT) • (POF (IT) -POF (IT-I) * 

EL (IT) / (CVEL (IT) -CVEL IT-I 
0 

EXTRAPOLATE FOR FIRST POINT IF NECESSARY 

19 CPOF (J) =POF (IT) •T I/CVEL (J) 

TO HUB 



CC 
C 
C 

20 CONTINUE 
CPOF (32) =PDF (32) 

CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF HOURS IN PERIO0 

SUM=O. 
DO 22 J=I,32 

22 SUM=SUM-PDF(J) 
SUM=SUM/3600. 
SUMI=O. 
DO 23 J=I,32 

23 SUMI=SUMI*CPDF(J) 
DO 2# J=I,32 

2• CPOF(J)=CPDF(J)/SUMI 

CPDF HAS NOW BEEN NORMALIZED 

CALCOLATE MACHINE OUTPUT 

PWR(I 
DO 30 
K=J*I 

30 PWR(I 
PWR(I 
WRITE(6 

50 CONTINU 

=PWR (I) ÷CPDF (J} •MACD I ,K) 
=PWR I •SUM 
,20z,) (MACA(I,J),J=I,20),MACD(I,I),CPDF 
E 

OUTPUT- THE RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS 

DO 60 I=i,NMACH 
WRITE(b,202)(MACA(I,J},J=I,20) 

60 WRITE(6,203}PWR(1) 
GO TO II 

g9 CONTINUE 
STOP 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

I00 FORMAT(IIO) 
I01FORMAT(2OA•) 
I02 FORMAT(2OA•} 
103 FORMAT(2FIO. 
I0• FORMAT((SFIO 
lOS FORMAT(2OA4) 
106 FORMAT((BFIO 
200 FORMAT(IHI,5 

I"ELECTRICITY 
26X,"PERIOD 
3"HEIGHT OF A 
•//,6X,"INPUT 

201 FORMAT( 
202 FORMAT( 
203 FORMAT( 
204 FORMAT( 

I"HEIGHT 
END 

O} 
.0)) 

.0)) 
X,"FEASIBILITY OF USING WINO TURBINES TO GENERATE 
FOR HIGHWAY FACILITIES",//,6X,"LOCATION ",20A•,//• 
,2X,2OA4,//,6X,"INPUT NUMBER OF OAYS",FIO.O,IOX, 
NEMOMETER",FIO.O,2X,"FT", 
POF",/,(SX,SFIO.O)) 

IHO,5X,"OATA FOR EACH MACHINE FOR THIS PERIOD") 
IHO,5X,"TURBINE ",20A•) 
6X,"OUTPUT FOR THIS PERIOD",FIO.I, " 

IHO,6X,"CORRECTED POF FOR ",20A4,/,6X,"REFERENCE 
",FIO.2,/,(5X,SFIO.5)) 

I1! 
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Site 

APPENDIX B 

Sample Outputs 
(i ft. : 0.30 m and i mph = 0.45 m/s) 

127w530•. 2210g0T. 2•315•go 2193•92o 178719T. 117876•. 993•93. 

•6g. •T2. 1-•• o•. •. 22. 3% 

0AT•FOR EACH MACHINE •0R TM•S PERIO0 

•392. 

00080 .00050 
00003 ,00002 

B•E-Y•IN0-•OwER-MOOE•wc--1000•$ 
50.00 

.008•1 .00525 .003•8 .0023• .00•62 

.0o001 .00001 .o0000 .0000o .00000 

;02966 
.00113 
.•O-GO• 
.000o0 

CORRECTED P0F FOR GALE COMPANY 6ALE •000 
REFERENCE HEI•H• 30.00 

50210 .08820 .09615 .08595 .069•3 .052• 
o•-5"-g3 .o0•'--9 .oo5•9 .00385 .6•25-3 .o•[• 
00055 .00038 .00025 .'0u0• .00010 .0000• 

;0000• •O00X- .oo00• ;0•00---- ;00000 --•00000- 

.037b0 .02•82 

.d•6----T-o•0-8• 

.00003 .00002 

.00000 LO0000 

COHR•CTED-P•F--F• KAMAN--•ER•%CE-•£M%N-•SKW 
REFEREncE •EIGMT 75.00 

•F•05 .13•2• .08603 .O•E•8 .O'T'TE8 
02300 .0152• .00998 .00•62 .00•5 
00106 .000?7 20005• ,O•OwO .0002• 
00005 ,00003 ,00002 .00001 .00001 

.0o305 .oo2•2 

.O00!• .o0013 .00oo8 

.oooo• ,ooooo .ooooo 

CORRECTED P0F FOR FAYETTE MANUFACTURING •:N0 
•EF•ENCE--•G-•]'-- 50.00 

•56•6 .1129• .09061 .0o•23 .0707@ 
01981 .Ol2TE---%OO81-1 ,•052• .00348 
00080 °00056 .000•0 .00027 .00018 
00003 %000•2 •00001 .0000•--- -.00000 

mAY MOOEL 20•70 

.002•6 .00162-• .00I!3- 

.000• .00007 .0O00• 

.00000 .00000 .000O0 

COwQ•C?•d-•OF-•R -!LLViLLE---•3-<• 

•6201 .09675 .09333- .00516 
017@3 .01i21 .00708 ,00-57 
00068 ---.000•8 .00033 00022 
00002 .0000• .00001 .OuO00 

CORRECTED oOF •'3R •ORT•WIND PO,ER 
•EFERENCE-•ETG•T •0,0• 

•3•g0 .1252• .0@851 .36350 .07119 
0-213T YOT•g•----;008•O %00577"-- .00382- 
0009• ,O00bS .000•7 .00033 .00022 
O0OOW .0000• .0000• .OOuO• .00-0-0;• 

.07023 .05•T9 .0•012 .02741 

.00303 .O02U- .001•0 .0009• 
O00•* .00009 .00005- .00003 
00000 .O00uO .OOO00 .O0000 

.057•2 .0•360 .03!3• 

.0•2oO .0Oi•0 .O012T 

.O00• ,3000g .0000o 
•O•O0--- .O0000 •O0000---- 

•E•RENCE wEIGHT 
.jAY C•TTE"R-wOOEL--_;5 

30.00 
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Site i, cont. 

.50•10 .08820 .09•5 °08595 o0•9•3 .0529• .037•0 .02•82 
o0•563 ,00959 .00599 .00585 ,00253 .00169 ,00•16 .00080 

00055 .00038 .00025 .00016 .00010 .O000O .00003 .00002 
00001 .00001 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .O0000 .O00OO 

CORRECTED P0F FOR AER0 •0WER SYSTEMS STARLITE 1500 
•EF•R--•E HEIGHT 60.00 

•3690 .•2525 .08851 .08350 .07•9 .05722 .0.3• .03138 
02131 .0•392 ,00890 .00•77 .00382 .0026u .0•180 .00Z27 

°00091 °00065 .000•7 ,00033 .00022 .000•5 .00009 .00006 

0000• .00002 .0000• .OuO0• .0000• .O00UU .00000 .00000 

CO•RECTED POF FOR 
REFERENCE •EISHT 

.50210 .08820 
30°00 
,096•5 ,'08595 ,0•943 

0Z563 .00959 .00599 .00385 ,00253 
00055 .00038 .00025 .00016 .00010 
00001 ,00001 .00000 .00000 .00000 

.@529• .0•760 .02•82 

.00169 .00•16 .00080 

.00006 .O000• '-;-@0002 

.O00OO .00000 .00000 

TURdINE 8ERGEY WINO •O•ER MOOEL BwC 

TURBINE GALE COMPANY GAL'E •000 
0uTHUT •UR THIS PER•00 •9•5.2 K•MRS 

TUReINE MILLVILLE I0 K• 
3UTPUT-FOR-TT.•S--p•ETRTO•-----31•-%-,0--K-Wpt•r S 
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Site 2 

F-EiG-'[B-I-CI-T-Y OF US l• NG--•-IN•)--T-OR@-I NE$--T-O---GENE-R-A TE- EC.E•TR lC I-TY FOR •-• G•AY- FAC FL-! T E-5 

LO C..% T lOh • R-•S-T-I-A N S 8-0 F• @ RESI OENCY 

mERi-Oi• OCTOBER ].2, 198]. TO OCTOBER ].8, ].982 

8ERGEY WINO •OWE• •oOEL-BwC •000-5 
50°00 
.17¥82--- .].•808 •9988 •06e39 ;•5089 
,01•[2 .00978 ,00653 .00•-2 .00353 
.00053 .00035 .000•1 .•00--'I-3 .00008 
.00000 .OUO00 .00000 .O000O .0•000 

•03739--• 
.00323 
.oooo-5• 
.0o000 

00018 .00010 

REFERENCE HEIGHT 
.IF158 
.030&2 .02225 

00005 .00003 

CORRECTED POF FOR 
REFERENCE •EIGHT 50.00 

•697 .[•065 .17•82 .[•d08 .09988 

00].2• .00081 .00053 .00035 .00021 
3-0000-2------•00-0-0-• .0000-0---'--;•-0•00 ;00000---- 

75,00 

,01•3• ,01i87 .00827 .OO5od .0039• 
.db•7B •00•5• •0003•-- -.OO02Z .0001•- 
.00002 .OuO01 .00000 .0000• .00000 

FAYETTE •ANUF•CTURING •INOWAY •OOEL •OZ7O 

,003•6 
VO0009 
.00000 

.0e939 .0•089 .03739 

.000•3 .00008 .00005 

.O000V--- .00000 .O0000 

02585 .01830 .01296 .30S70 .0057g .O03ui 
3010• •J6•- •000• •OOO•5- .3001• .30069 
OoO01 OO00 .00000 ,}uoO0 .00000 •OOuO 

00•59 .O0095 

NORTH•INO m•R •2 
•0•00 
.•715]. .].•d55 .].01•9 .07072 
;O[50•K .01063 .OOT[• .00•93 
.00062 .')00•2 .O00• ,000•7 

0000• .00002 .0000]. .oO000 .00000 .00000 

•EF=•E•CE •EIG•T 30.00 

OOw08 .•0189 
.00005 .00003 
.OuO00 ,00000 

0521• .03857 
.003E9 .o03q• 
OUOIO .•0006 
00000 .OObO0 
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Site 2, cont. 

1991• .1S589 .18300 .1•507 .09572 .06605 .0•728 .03395 
02355 .01663 .01131 .0073• .00•85 .0038• .0031• .00•2• 
00078 .00050 .00030 .00018 .00010 .•0-•0o .00003 .0d001 
0000• .GO000 .00000 .OOuO0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 

CORRECTED POF •OR AE•O POWER SYSTEMS ST•RLITE 1500 
•F•R•NCE HEIGHT bO.O0 

•215 .13b•9 .1715• .1•55 .Z01•9 .07072 .0•21• .03857 
0•S67 .020• .0150• o0-1•3---"--•0•7•7 .0•-9• :00329 ---•0039• 
oo•59 ,ooo95 .oooe2 .ooo.2 .ooo2• .ooo•7 .ooolo .ooooe 
0000• .00002 ,O0001 .00000 o00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 

•EFE•ENCE •EIGMT 30°00 
t•gt• --•-t•589 .1830o .t•Sb7 .o9572----;06•0• .o•728 
02355 .0I•63 .0t131 .0073• .00•85 .003•2 .00318 .0012• 
0-0078 .00•0 .00030 .00018 .0-0•0 .•5G•O .•0•03 
0000• .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 

T0R-BT•E FAYE'T•E ,q'•N•F"ECT"UI:TTN[G--•"IN0-W'AY MOOE• 20•'TU 
OUTPUT FOR THIS PERIO0 836•.6 •WM•S 

TURBINE MILLVILLE •0 KW 

TURU!NE BERGEY WINO POWER MOOEL 8WC [000-S 
OUTPUT FCR-T•/•-PERI00 903";.O-KW•RS 

T•R•-INE GALE COMP-E•-Y •CE wO0"O 
OUTPUT FOR THIS PERIOD 873•.8 KWHRS 
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Site 

•E-•EIB-ILITY OF US• WINO TU-R-I•-$--•0- GENE•I'•-•Z-C-•-•TI-CI-T-Y F0M •[.•MWAY FACiL.rTIE-• 

-•0C•0N ROUTE ••F•RE• IN @L•NO COON/•V•R-G-•NIA 

INPUI"--P•F 
1112250•. 310152•, 3095•30. 

•/•39, •05•8• 289572, 
258•. 19050, •2•8, 

2•l•ww•. 2012888. I•97•33. •09032•. 

8•7. 5•0. 35o•. 23•9. 
•0. •18; •.-- 25. 

WEAN-.IN0 S•EED 

0ATA FOR EACH NACHIN{ FOR THIS 

791033. 

I•39, 

CORRECTED POF FOR" BERGEY WINO-RO•ER-MOOEL-BWC i000-S 
REFERENCE HEIGHT 50,00 

359•2 ;L3729 ;•07•5 ;09•0{ --•076•1 .05900 .0•38 L03300 
02•8 .01809 .0•3•8 .•u950 ,00682 .00• .00333 .00232 
00163 .001•2 ,00077 .Q0052 .00036 .000E-• .0O0I• .a00ll 
00007 .00005 ,00003 ,0000• .0000• .000• .0O000 .00000 

CORRECTED =OF £0R GALE COMPANY 5ALE •000 
•EFERENCE•EIGMT -30•00 

•0•5 .•390 .I•367 .09o0• .0739• .05•99 .0•00• .02905 
;02109 .01•-08 .01063 •0T•7 .005•0= .0•3•a-•.002-3• .o0Fbo 
00[0• .00070 .000•7 .0003• .00020 .O001• .00009 .00005 
00003 .00002 .0000I .0000[ ;00000 .000O0 .00000 .00000 

CORRECTE•-•DF-FOR K•HAN-AEROSP•CE--•AMAN-55K• 
REFERENCE HEIGHT 75,00 

02•80 .0203• .0152• .01i31 .00832 .O0•O7 .0Q•37 .0030• 
00215 .00•55 .00•0----;-00075 .00053 .00037 .O002e .00017 
000•2 .•O00B .O000e .OOOOw .00002 .O00u¢ .0000• .00000 

CORRECTED •OF FOR FAYETTE MANUFACTURING wINOwAY -0OEL 20270 
q£FERE•E •E•GHT 

359• .13729 .i0765 .09501 .07•i .O59QO .0•38 .03300 

001b3 ,00[12 .00077 .00052 .0003b .000•- .000• 
00007 .00005 .00•d•- .00002 .0000• .000U• .0U000 .00000 

C•HRECTED •OF •OR wILLVILLE 

379•0 .127•1 .[lO[e 
0•308 .0lbS& .0•213 

•0•-138 .3009• .00062 
00005 ,OOOO3 .00002 

•J95"-• •07550 .05'735 0,259 ..)313e 
00866 .00615 .O0•U .0029• .00200 
JOgs2 .00028- O00i• 00012 .o00O8 
OO001 .O000I .O00uO .O0000 .00000 

CORRECTED 
•EFE•C£---•ECG•T------5-0,O0 

3•3• .I•53 .i05o• .Og•o0 .07738 

00187 .00131 .00090 .000•2 ,O00•a 
00009 .00006 .0000- .00002 .00002 

•-•R•ER-•OOEL -25 
30,00 

.00021 .0•57i .03•21 

.O05•P .30382 -.O026T- 

.OOOZ9 .00O2O .00013 

.OOOO[ .O0001-----.O0000--- 
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.02109 .01508 .010•3 .007•7 .00520 .003• .0O• .00Ib0 
00106 .00070 .000•7 .00031 .00020 .000•5 .00009 .00005 
00003 .00002 .00001 .0O00! .00000 .00000 .000o0 .00000 

C0•RECT•D •OF FOR 
REFERENCE HEIGHT bO.00 

3•3•1 .1•53 .1056• .0g•0 .07738 .0•021 .0,57i 
02552 .01902 .01397 .0•023 .007•7 .005•1 .0•382 .002•7 
001•7 ,00131 .00090 .00062 .000•2 .000•9 .00020 .00013 
00009 .00006 .0000, .00002 .00002 .00001 .0•00• .00000 

C0.RECTED •0F •0R •LC0• •L•T 83552•-•00K• 
•£F•RENCE HEIGHT 30.00 

Oaf09 .01508 
00106 .00070 
00003 .00002 

.000•7 .0•031 .00020 .0•0•5 .00•-0• .00005 

.00001 .0000• .00000 .000U0 .00000 .00000 

TURBINE BERGEY WINO POWER HOOEL BwC •000-5 

OUTPUT •OR THIS PERI00 •700.0 •WMR$ 

TURBINE MILL•ILLE I0 

0UT•U/ FOR THIS 

TurbINE JAY CARTER •OOE• 25 

OUT'U" :OR TH•5 •ER•O0 iiI•.7 •"S 


